Opportunity:
Lochner, a leader in transportation engineering, is currently seeking a mid-level Roadway Design
Engineer for our Pittsburgh, PA office.
About You
You are a teammate that is driven to be a true contributor, a professional committed to excellence and
growth, and a person who values integrity, respect, and communication. You are looking for a firm that
is large enough to win complex, extensive projects, yet small enough to provide the coaching, exposure
to a variety of work, and authentic culture you desire. You’re interested in making a difference which is
why you are seeking a firm that does public sector projects, ensuring your work has a positive impact
on the communities in which we live.
Responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working on the design of roadway, highway and interstates from preliminary to final design
Develop plans, specifications, reports, and cost estimates
Coordinate with reviewers and other disciplines to ensure accuracy and quality of work
Contribute to proposal development
Directly assist Project Managers and Design Leaders
Manage and maintain project documentation
Collaborate with a dynamic team to complete project requirements

Qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, or higher, is required
5+ years of roadway design experience
EIT is required and PE is preferred
PennDOT roadway design experience preferred
Experience working with clients such as State Departments of Transportation
Proficient at using Microstation and/or Inroads
Excellent verbal and written communication skills

About Lochner
Since 1944, Lochner has maintained a solid focus on planning, environmental, design, right of way, and
construction management services within the transportation sector. With more than 30 offices
throughout the U.S., Lochner is a client focused, performance driven, and employee owned organization
that thrives on turning the toughest roadway, structural, aviation and transit challenges into
opportunities for innovation, added value, and impact mitigation. Our professionals are dedicated to our
client’s vision and understanding their real challenges through partnership. At Lochner you will be
encouraged to grow through training and experience that prepares you for advancement into higher
responsibilities. Our office participates in giving back to the community through charitable activities. We
also provide opportunities for team activities to promote a fun and cohesive workplace.

Lochner is an employee-owned corporation with a comprehensive benefits package that includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

401(k) and ESOP retirement plan
Flexible spending accounts
Life insurance, medical, dental, and vision coverage
Paid time off (PTO)
Maternity leave program
Flexible work schedule

EOE/Minorities/Females/Vet/Disability
All positions at Lochner require an applicant who has accepted an employment offer to undergo a
background check. Background checks include SSN validation, education verification, employment
verification, a criminal check, search against global sanctions and government watch lists, and oral drug
test. All employment offers are contingent upon successful results of the background check.

